Tribal Land Features

Fast Facts
Curriculum Area: Social Studies
Grade Level: Grade Six
Suggested Duration: Two-four days, 50-minute periods

Stage 1 Desired Results

Established Goals
This lesson is extended from Grade five. Grade five students should have developed a good understanding of a reservation as nation and the geographic features (physical, political) of the reservations. In Grade six students learn about the cultural geographic features of Montana reservations.

Students will recognize each Montana tribe has its own unique oral history, and most place their people in their current traditional lands.

Note to teachers: Although this lesson focuses on the Northern Cheyenne in particular, the procedures and goals and assessments can be applied to any of the Montana tribes.

Understandings
• Montana is a special place, and all Montana tribes have sacred places that are connected to their beliefs and traditions.
• Tribal geographies often span landscapes far from the reservation boundaries [EU1, 4].
• Tribes revere and respect certain cultural and historical sites, on and off their reservation.

Essential Questions
• Why are reservations nations? Why is this so?
• What is a Presidential Executive Order? Why is it significant?
• Why are certain cultural and historical sites on and off the Northern Cheyenne Reservation revered and respected by the tribe?
• What might I be prone to misunderstand about tribal lands and revered tribal sites, because of my own background experiences?

Students will be able to...
• apply geographic knowledge and skills (location, place, regions, movement, human/ environment interactions) appropriate to the lesson.
• review label features on the Northern Cheyenne Reservation: tribal capital, tribal college (name and location), significant physical and political features, picture the tribal flag.
• label sites on the Northern Cheyenne Reservation revered and respected as a part of Northern Cheyenne culture and history.
• through “I Can” statements, name/describe what they have learned from the lesson.

Students will know...

• a reservation is a land based which a tribe or tribes reserved, through treaty.
• although the Northern Cheyenne Reservation is contained within Montana, historically these people ranged from Hudson Bay to Minnesota to Montana.
• sites that are significant to the Northern Cheyenne tribe (Little Big Horn Battle Site, Rosebud Battle Site—Fight Where Girl Saved Her Brother, Two Moons Monument, Wolf Mountain Battle Site, Custer’s Last Camp, Head Chief and Young Mule Memorial Hill, Dull Knife and Little Wolf’s burial site, Deer Medicine Rocks, Chief Lame Deer’s burial site (LDSNCSSC).

Stage 2 Assessment Evidence

Performance Tasks

1. On a map, label features of the Northern Cheyenne Reservation (or any of the other reservations in Montana) including physical, political, cultural, and historical sites.

2. Discuss orally, and/or in writing the significance of cultural and historical sites.

Stage 3 Learning Plan

Learning Activities

Students and teachers generate “I Can” statements that outline the information to be learned, the thinking to be accomplished, and the tasks to be completed. These are based on the lesson goals and Essential Understandings. “I Can” statements orient students to expectations, hook their interest, and structure the lesson to the key ideas and issues. For example:

• I can name and identify physical and political features on the Northern Cheyenne Reservation.
• I can identify and tell about sites that are revered and respected as a part of the Northern Cheyenne cultural beliefs and history.
• As I find out about tribal sites that are revered and respected, I can identify my own misunderstandings I may have about reservations and tribal sites. I know how my pattern of thoughts can influence my understandings.
• I can tell why the Northern Cheyenne Reservation was created by Presidential Executive Order.

Utilize materials and the resources listed below.

Introduce the lesson by sharing the news article about the dedication of a new monument on the Northern Cheyenne reservation. Lead a brief discussion about some of the issues mentioned in the article and reference Essential Understanding 3.

Supply each student with a Montana highway map and take time to orient the class to the Northern Cheyenne reservation and its surroundings. Have students outline the reservation in color. Call
attention to the battlefield site for the Battle of the Little Big Horn and note its proximity to the reservation. This may be the time to briefly mention the role played by the Cheyenne in this battle.

Supply each student with blank Montana student maps, and the Northern Cheyenne reservation maps. Take time to discuss the relevant sites; have students locate and place the particular site on their own reservation maps. Students should take notes about the significance of each site; they can use the information in discussions and assessments.

**Materials/Resources Needed**

Maps

- **Blank Montana map**, one per student.
- Montana highway maps, one per student. Students will need these to locate the reservation in the context of Montana, and also to locate the Battle of the Little Big Horn.
- Hand-drawn maps from *Bringing the Story of the Cheyenne People to the Children of Today*.
  - “Mapping the Reservation” gives the students background they will need regarding significant sites and geographic features. **This material should be read to the class. It should when be discussed as students complete their maps.**


**Additional Recommended Resources**


*Northern Cheyenne Tribe*